
The Village Square  proposal was in response to Gartcosh Tenants & Residents 
Association (GTRA) efforts to identify and enhance community space in Gartcosh.
The GTRA through community event experience at this location along with online,
door to door and by community conference survey identified the current
space next to the community hall for upgrade and create a multifunctional space.

Objective
To upgrade and refurbish any existing community space situated at our village. 

Goals
To define the space and purpose. Ensuring the identity and future function is
recognised as the central village space or square. This small space can work as a
multi-functional connected space within Gartcosh which can help maximise the
limited outside social and environmental opportunities of the community. Through
refurbishment we looked to:
• Transform the location/ environment to support wellbeing and enhance
community use of the square.
• Ensure we keep our environment clean, safe and attractive.
• Improve the horticultural standard in the space.

Solution
Refurbish the Land owned by North Lanarkshire Council  adjacent to the small parade of 
village shops. The GTRA would seek to create a more sociable space for both younger 
and older residents to enjoy. That it is seen as a destination point within the village that can 
be a meeting point or even accommodate a small community event. The introduction of 
design elements and new materials would transform a rather dull grass area with poor 
drainage and one bench into a vibrant multifunctional space that will be a welcomed high 
value asset in the centre of the village We are striving to create a quality outdoor space 
that facilitates, community engagement, socialisation, recreational and environmental  
benefit to the community under the banner of Gartcosh Village Square.

Work in the area has been possible by NLC  providing funds to improve hard landscape 
and drainage issues and a water supply. The GTRA applied for Lottery funding that has 
contributed to the design materials, planting along with equipment to make outside events 
possible such as outdoor screen and projector, for children film shows, Canopies for 
outdoor events which we stage at xmas and easter and now hopefully in the summer. 
Installation of bird boxes, bug hotels and a weather station for any children, young people, 
or clubs to undertake any climate change or environmental projects. Canopies also serve 
as cover for our unpredictable weather so older or disabled residents can use the space.
We felt this project and continued support to this area sat well with the three pillars 
associated with Beautiful Scotland:

• Horticultural achievement
• Environmental responsibility
• Community participation

Beautiful Scotlands pillar approach has helped tie all the objectives together to improve 
this space



Horticulture Achievement

The GTRA  started on planting in Nov 20020 with the purchase of spring bulbs. Covid was 
yet again peaking so working in the space plus the weather at that time of the year was 
prohibitive.

We therefore undertook to grow bulbs in pots in Green houses  in the village that could be 
placed in planters at a later date.

Daffodil short and long stem
Tulip short and long stem
Fritillaria Imperialis

We ordered over 3000 plugs of annual plants, this was really to create a really colourful 
display which would catch the eye of residents and increase community involvement in the 
square.

Begonia
Busy Lizzie
Geranium
Lobelia
Petunia
Pansy
Coleus

We also purchased  shrubs and perennials and summer bulbs for a small planting area for 
example :

Berberis
Pieris 'Forest Flame
Fuchsia (hardy)
Rhododendron dwarf
 Acer palmatum
Photinia fraseri 'Little Red Robin
Cotoneaster
Hydrangea
Hosta
Lupins



Environmental Responsibility

The GTRA have given an area which was a shortcut from one street to another by a path 
and hosted one seat. 

It is now a village square, it has an identity, the furnishing and interpretation of the space is 
correct for its setting.  

We have installed bird boxes, bug hotels, a weather station and weather vain to encourage   
observation of wildlife along with providing wildlife habitat. The instrumentation is to 
encourage children and young people to look at the environment.

We have used no chemicals or pesticides and we have had a Bee hive present already.

This area has been created through a participation request to NLC. As part of that request 
we will also be installing a compost area. Our Containers are such that when filled water 
for a two week period.

The effect of our work has been an overall use in the space, a destination to walk to, a 
place to meet, to sit in with friend or to enjoy alone. It provides an outdoor space for the 
small number of residents who live in the small block of flats who don’t have garden or 
natural space.

Habitat and the environmental changes have still to be embedded as they have just been 
installed. We are hoping there will be lots to record in the coming seasons.
Community Participation

The GTRA run a couple events throughout the year:

Xmas light switch on (usually with a xmas fete
Kids Easter Egg Hunt

With the aid of the lottery grant we have purchased canopies, mobil seating and tables.

We have already hosted afternoon tea for the local lunch club who have been unable to 
meet in the community hall for 15 months.

We are purchasing a screen/projector, PA system and generator. All the equipment 
phrased is geared to provide outside activity and create a multifunctional space.

Film shows
Meeting area
Outdoor activity for clubs
Halloween projection 
Guy fox laser display



None of this activity would be possible with investing in this space and creating the village 
square.

The location is central, all of the residents who use the school or the parade of shops 
adjacent have seen the transformation. It has increased our membership, our volunteer 
committee and offers of volunteers to upkeep the space after we have put in the 
infrastructure.

The space its self will allow fund raising at community events held here to continually 
invest in the space.

Below are some views of the square and growing on in the community.








First even was to hold afternoon tea for the lunch club





